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Introduction to Token Licensing
Token based licensing is an option, along with floating and authorized user licensing, within the
Rational portfolio. Technically, the basis of token licensing is on the traditional floating license
mechanism and process. However, when it comes to how the license check out (consumption)
works, it has a different behavior.
The token based licensing model allows you to buy a certain number of tokens for defined
Rational products that use the token-based licensing model.
In a token environment, each product consumes a predefined token value, not a predefined
quantity as it does in a traditional floating licensing environment. The license key has a pool of
tokens from which the license server automatically calculates the tokens being checked in and
out across users and products. Tokens are consumed and released when a product checks the
licenses in or out from the license server using the same policy floating licensing. The token
solution is available for select Rational products and is only fixed term.
In token based licensing you “reuse” the same licenses for different products and when the
need arises.
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Advantages of Token Licensing
Flexibility
Tokens are the most flexible method of licensing. It is a floating license key where each license
has a predefined token value replacing the static license quantity. Tokens allow you to maintain
a “token pool” of licenses usable across users, using the right Rational product at the right
time throughout your development cycle.
The IBM Rational License Key Server automatically calculates the tokens being checked in and
out by different products. Tokens are consumed and released when a product checks in or out
licenses from the license server.
The users are able to obtain a license as long as there are sufficient, unused tokens available
for the entitled token products. When someone stops using a product, the tokens return to the
token pool and are available for someone else to use.
For example: You have 720 total tokens to be used for IBM Rational DOORS and IBM Rational
Synergy; All 720 installed on the same license server. Rational DOORS requires ten tokens per
user and Synergy requires six tokens per user. In this example, your entitlement enables you
to have any combination of users using Rational DOORS and Rational Synergy at one time.
This capability exists as long as you do not exceed 720 tokens.
As a result you can have any of these example combinations of product usage:
•

72 concurrent Rational DOORS users (720 tokens at 10 tokens per user)

•

120 concurrent Rational Synergy users (720 tokens at 6 tokens per user)

•

42 concurrent Rational DOORS users (420 tokens) and 50 Rational Synergy users (300 tokens)

As you can see from this example, tokens allow you to vary the actual usage based on the
needs. This capability provides flexibility across an organization.

Improved licensing strategy
Investment in a flexible licensing strategy provides optimal use of Rational solutions based on
your development life cycle. Licensing options might include authorized user, floating, fixed
term, or perpetual (OTC – One Time Charge) licenses. Most organizations use an effective mix
of multiple schemes to drive the optimal productivity of their software delivery teams.
Practitioners can use the right Rational tool at the right time during the development life cycle
The tokens allow for current product use as well as factoring additional tools that are
potentially required later in the life cycle
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Generating Token Licenses in Rational License key Center
See Figure 1 for an example of how a token order looks when logged into the IBM Rational
License Key Center:

Figure 1

The Items ordered list shows all products purchased under the token agreement.

Figure 2

The decision on the number of tokens provided with each server is based on the number of
users and the token value of each product.
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Understanding the token license key file
Figure 3 shows a fragment from an example license.

Figure 3

Items of note with the license file
The INCREMENT line in a token license key is the same listed features as a traditional floating
key. However, the quantity is always “1” on each line. The vendor string then holds the token
value of each feature, which is the actual number of tokens that checked out when in use.
For example: When a Rational DOORS session begins, the token pool of 200 will decrease by
ten to 190. When the session ends, the token pool returns to 200.
This is automatically performed by the Rational License Key Server. With all tokens in use, it is
not possible to use more products unless a feature checks in. At that point, the program
releases the tokens to the pool.
The sort attribute is 150 by default. This default allows the correct order of token licensing
usage if mixed with non-token licenses. Traditional floating licenses consume first before any
tokens when sharing the same license server.
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Jazz Token Licensing
The IBM Rational Jazz token license increment is different, since it represents the complete set
of Jazz based products used in a token environment. Each Jazz based product checks out the
Jazz token increment as many times as required by each product.
For example: When an IBM Rational Team Concert contributor session starts, the Jazz Team
Server requests one Jazz token five times. This request occurs because the token value for
that product is five.
There is a requirement for the FLEXlm based Rational License Key Server in addition to the
Jazz Team Server, from which the Jazz product installations acquire their licenses. The servers
can operate independently or as part of a Rational Team Concert installation.
The servers take care of the check in and out focus as long as there is a correct installation of
both keys. The Jazz server communicates with the Rational License Key Server, and the check
in or out of tokens occurs automatically.
If you have both Jazz products and non-Jazz products available as tokens, then there are two
sets of available keys when generating licenses in Rational License Key Center: One is for the
FLEXlm based Rational License Key Server, the other is the Jazz “.jar” file.

Figure 4
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Rational License Key Server
Rational License Key Server V8.1 addresses these two goals:
•

Consolidate legacy license server daemon support for both Rational and Telelogic.

•

Provide support of the token concept for any Rational product that offers tokens.

Rational License Key Server is the only server that supports token licensing for the complete
Rational portfolio. The heritage Telelogic License Server V1 and V2.0 only supports token
based licensing to all heritage Telelogic token products.
Rational License Key Server V8.1 incorporates all vendor daemons (Telelogic, Rational &
ibmratl) into one server. As long as a product is available within the token environment, it is
supported by the license server.

Understanding a token based license log
Perform a status enquiry using the license management tools after the rereading the license
file. The enquiry lists all the features, included in the license file and the total number of
tokens available. For example:

Figure 5
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Figure 6 is what a log displays after the check out of a Rational DOORS license. In this
example, a Rational DOORS license consumes ten tokens.

Figure 6

When all token are in use, a client machine attempting to checkout a Rational DOORS license
receives the error in figure 7:

Figure 7
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General information and best practices
•

Make sure you have the latest version of Rational License Key Server. Version 8.1 replaces
Rational License Server V7 and Telelogic License Server TLOG V2.0. Rational License Key
Server V8.1 uses FLEXlm V11.8.

•

Authorized user licenses cannot be mixed with token licenses.

•

You cannot dock token licenses to a dongle.

•

Tokens do not allow borrowing capability. However, you can use disconnected functionality
where applicable.

•

Product specific linger time or time out follows the same policy for tokens as with a
traditional floating license.

•

Product license increment name for tokens is the same as for traditional floating licenses.

•

Managing tokens across multiple servers means that you can split the token quantity
across different license servers. However, you cannot split out products within the token
order.

•

Token licensed products support the same platforms as traditional floating licenses. You
are essentially using the same product, but the licensing model is different.

•

Make sure that all Rational software is on token supported product versions. If any users
require older versions of the products, you must plan accordingly. If you migrate to token
licensing, all versions of the software in use must be on versions that support the tokens
license scheme. There is no option to run software versions from before the release where
there is an implementation of token support. For example, Rational ClearCase V7.1.2 is
the first release that can use token licensing. You cannot use token licensing for Rational
ClearQuest versions before V7.1.2.

•

Mixing floating and token licenses on the same license works perfectly fine and the order of
usage is following:
1. The first consumed licenses are the floating licenses.
2. The token license increment has the attribute sort=150 that controls the order of
usage if mixed with floating licenses.

•

Token time out is less or equal to traditional floating license usage, NEVER more.
For Jazz based products in version V4.0.3 and up the time out has changed for tokens
only, it can be set at 30 minutes. In version V4.0.2 and earlier versions tokens time out is
2h, which is equal to traditional usage of Jazz based products.
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Licensing support
•

IBM Service Request: http://www.ibm.com/software/support/probsub.html

•

Email Support: http://www.ibm.com/software/rational/support/eps/

•

Phone Support: http://www.ibm.com/software/rational/support/contact.html

References
Rational Licensing Support page:
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Using the Rational License Key Center:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/rational/v0r0m0/topic/com.ibm.rational.license.doc/t
opics/t_access_license_key_center.html
Setting up the Rational Common Licensing token service keys:
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/clmhelp/v4r0/topic/com.ibm.jazz.repository.web.admin.doc
/topics/t_setup_rcl_service.html
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